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feature: sidival fila
SIDIVAL FILA : Rituality and spiritual minimalism
It is not very often that art and spirituality coexist harmoniously, as in the case of the
Brazilian artist Sidival Fila. An artist whose production was interrupted only by the
decision to explore the spiritual path. His journey is atypical: today as a Franciscan
monk.
His work emanates a calm peace of mind but also an air of metaphysical anguish
interwoven between the threads, stretches and straight lines creating a spiritual
universe. Ultimately, his work relates to Lucio Fontana, Yves Klein or Dan Flavin, with
the added value of vernacular and secular Latin-American techniques of gestural
meditative sewing.
Sidival Fila was born in the State of Paranà in 1962. As a teenager he became
interested in the plastic arts, and moved to Sao Paulo to expose himself to the art life
and culture of the 1980s. Sidival moved to Europe in 1985 with the aim of enriching his
education. His first artistic production was disrupted while he deepened his spiritual
vocation, to which he returned later with passion and maturity. The work produced
after his conversion is a stepping stone towards Minimalism and Abstraction nurtured
by a certain kind of rituality in the process.

A man with personality full of sweetness, kindness, and a sense of humour, he is an
artist with a body of work, interrupted only by the decision to explore a spiritual path
that took him away from the art world for 18 years.
Throughout the first years of this “new artistic life”, he created works of great intensity
and formal rigor, all made with recovered materials, like heavy sheets, tablecloths or
liturgical vestments, damask silks or simple scraps of quality materials, from the 17th
century to the present day (whether liturgical or domestic, modest or luxurious). With
these he built portions of fabric stitched with threads and organized by size and color,
stimulating the visual perception of the chromatic variations.
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feature: sidival fila
He has a singular approach, a crossover of painting and sculpture, with rich textural
and conceptual style through manipulation of textiles, paper, wood, paints.
Sidival Fila’s art work is never frenetic, but always patient, precise and intense.
Materials and compositions of rhythmic order of folds and flats carefully chosen, and
dead wood branches sewn into the fabric. In its infinite repetition, it always looks new.
Many of Fila’s works are made with those ancient fabrics enlivened and refreshed in
order to bring back “the story, and the memories they bear in their texture”.
His works exude peace, silence, inner strength but also a series of metaphysical
agonies that pulse and interweave.
It is not difficult to engage with his work as a viewer because of its shamanic
meditative quality. The spirituality (not at all religious) is a disturbing force moving
across a minimalist western aesthetic, with a strong latinoamerican influence.
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interview: sidival fila
rg: Tell us a bit about yourself, and the journey.

sf: I'm 56 years old. My main motivation was coming to Europe, attracted by Italian

culture, but above all by the artistic movements of the early twentieth century avant
garde. All without big ambitions: I just wanted to live and stay here as I fell in love with
its cultural environment. I also produced a body of work, then. At a certain point I went
through a personal conversion. I was a Christian, but I didn't practice religion.
rg: How and when did you feel a call to start a religious path?

sf: One day, coming back by train from Spain, I had a very profound spiritual

experience and a desire to deepen my religious life. My life was in good order. Despite
my sensation of being a happy person and having my art (a tool that carried me
through), something was missing. That was the spiritual dimension, everything was
material based. I started my journey through studies of St. Francis of Assisi. After a
year, I decided to enter a convent to become a Franciscan, leaving aside all my
personal projects, art included.
I experienced the exclusion of everything that in my opinion was not God.
(Today Sidival Fila lives and has a charming studio at the San Bonaventura al Palatino
convent in Rome.)
rg: What was the impact on your art, before and after your conversion?

sf: Before it was something absolute, the final meaning of my life. Now it is one way

to express my feelings. I realized that art is a necessary language of expression, but it
is not the center. Just another human activity. Gradually I realized that both the artistic
and the religious were two compatible activities.
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interview: sidival fila
rg: When did you get back to art production?

sf: In 2005, as I was still carrying on my religious commitments and, almost as a joke.

My approach to art took place without pretensions and without any project. It was
rather my personal need, just out of pleasure, in the limited free time I had while
teaching vocational work to young people. Simple small restoration skills (furniture,
doors, building materials). I was not moved by a desire to give new meaning to my life.
It was something that surfaced slowly. Hence came the desire to make a picture.
rg: How did you come to use textiles as an expressive material?

sf: I let myself be carried away by the objects found. It could be an old fabric, a photo,
anything. Matter is the main subject of my artistic research, as well as a source of
inspiration. Working on materials, the recovery of them compared to the ethics or
repairing, I realized that the "channels" (the furrows sewn in the fabric) I built were
loosening. In order to avoid this, I sewed them. The piece itself became an expressive
medium to create a personal work of art - my signature style. I did research on light,
color, chromatic vibrations, three-dimensionality. My paintings are like holograms
depending on where the light hits. People are surprised at my use of a material and
techniques, which however have the characteristics of technology.
rg: Is yours a work of restoration?

sf: I want to highlight the difference between recovery and rescue. Recovering is

about bringing back the material to its intrinsic condition. Rescue has to do with freeing
it from danger or confinement. It has to do with taking the material for what it can
provide. I intend to bring back to life what was overseen, through a principle of
immanence.

(He has a singular approach, the crossover of painting and sculpture, with a rich
textural and conceptual style that includes stretches and straight lines through the
tractioning technique - made out of thread or cables surrounding bodies of fabric to the
frame created, while sewing objects that are as symbolic and charged as the crucified
Christ, bones or stones, or big shoots of vines covered with ashes within the folds.
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interview: sidival fila
A rhythmic order stimulating the visual perception generated by light and shadow
effects, providing a three-dimensional effect and certain optical premises called for
kinetic and conceptual art reminiscences.)

My strength comes from a strong desire to confer a sense of being to things. I do not
destroy matter.
(His works bring back life, “the story, the memory they bear in their texture”. There is a
feeling of presence and essence. ”Art that does not make man share in himself and
be an integral part of his language is not to be considered art,” SF reflects.)
rg: Is there a bit of Brazil in your work?

sf: My work is an expression of my being, whether in a conscious or unconscious

way. I am Brazilian, and its culture will perpetually be part of me. My work conveys
this in a mysterious and a rather exotic way. I think the religious dimension, my faith,
is present without exception. I live between two cultures (Western and Brazilian), and
this is what renders my work so contemporary.
rg: Is this where your AMAZONIAN work comes from?

sf: “Amazonia” focuses on my feelings of the destruction of the Amazon rainforest in

Brazil. I was shocked by the devastation of a living organism, an ecosystem in itself.
The Amazonas is symbolic of life destroyed, an ecological crisis hitting the rainforest,
animal life, aboriginals and forests. Making a judgment, and finding culprits is very
complex, as the devastation is not new. It has only been escalating. The
consequences of the loss of wealth and life is immeasurable. All that matters is the
awareness and education about mother earth. Lack of it is no longer an excuse. The
patterns of the world are out of sync with nature. As it stands, we are losing it. Badly.
The Indians have another cosmovision, they are at one with nature (while they are
being slaughtered). Their ancestral cultural practices are an invitation to consider a
need to build a new meaning. My work is a call for urgent action. A metaphor
addressing sustainable development and commitment to redeem the planet from
environmental degradation.
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interview: sidival fila
Conceiving an artwork like a living thing and not an inert object has to do with
resurrection and life. My embroidered flowers are about that.
I started working with vine trunks, with Phoenix in mind - the mythological resilient little
bird. Trunk that is wood, ash as a result of the combustion, the most brutal part of the
fire brought together in monochromatic canvases with folds and weaved where shoots
and dead branches sawn into the folds establish a new dialogue with the stitches
created on fabric previously submersed in ashes or pigments. In addition to the
symbolic and the conceptual, it was the shape of the wood that attracted, and “spoke”
to me. Also colorful wood resurfacing in a wishful thinking.
rg: How are you placed now, working in the art market?

sf: My works are entering collections. The money available, after expenses, goes to
maintaining the convent and various charity projects for Third World children,
education and climate change. We have commitments on several fronts.
rg: How do you place sacred art today, in the contemporary world?

sf: As art becomes an allusion to sacredness, a metaphor of transcendence,

abstractionism is a reference to immateriality without thereby becoming religious art. It
is not linked to the religious subject. It is not sacred because it literally represents
something sacred but because art is transcendent as bringing men to a higher level of
consciousness.
New sacralization is about finding a language that express our contemporary
existence, 1500’s and 1600’s does not belong to us anymore. Abstraction to find God
not through the image, but the essence of things. A message that allows you to enter
the mystery from the deep part of the spirit.
Raquel Glusman
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interview: sidival fila
Thanks to Sidival Fila, Jerome Poggi, Eléonore Levai and Cristiano Grisogoni, for their
support.
Amazonia - pictures, Courtesy Galerie Poggi, Paris. All others - Sidival Fila, personal
collection.
Artwork:
Page 57: Senza Titolo 122, 2019
Page 59: Retouchee
Page 61: Pheonix 2 (detail), 2017
Page 63: Senza Titolo 142, 2019
Page 65: Pheonix 2 (detail), 2017
Page 67: Senza Titolo 227, 2019
Page 69: Senza Titolo 199, 2019
Page 71: Senza Titolo 342, 2019
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first word: from the editor
feature: Sidival Fila: a Brazilian artist, now based in Rome, Sidival Fila is an
artist that combines creativity with spirituality. He is a Franciscan monk and an artist.
Through a feature and interview with the Argentinian broadcaster and writer Raquel
Glusman, Sidival talks about his work, his religious path, and his passion for the
integrity of the Amazon rain forest of his native Brazil.
portfolio: Balbir Krishan: an Indian and US Queer artist, whose work revolves
around the unique perspective of his autobiography, of Indian mythology, of human
rights and of social issues. Through contorted, as well as fantastical imagery, Balbir
charts the real and non-real aspects of the human body, and masculinity in particular.
Inspirational is proud to be able to introduce the work of Balbir to its readers.
interview: Bibby Gignilliat: a US based mixed media artist who is a definite hands on
artist. Bibby makes full use of found objects, paint, collage, and an orbital sander. Her
work is always bold, full of colour, full of the joy of creativity. Her mixed media panels
seem infinite in their texture and originality. Bibby talks to Inspirational about her path
to becoming an artist, as well as the personalising technique of her work.
John Hopper - Inspirational editor
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